Uncle Sam Wants You

It Makes ‘Census’ To Government

I won’t say I am a big believer in compulsory social engineering, but I do believe we need to do it for the good of the country. It is the responsibility of every citizen to participate in the census.

There are several reasons why the census is important. First, it helps us understand the demographics of our country. This information is used to make decisions about public policy, such as where to build schools and hospitals.

Second, the census is used to allocate federal funds. Each state receives a certain amount of money based on the number of people living in the state. This money is used to support programs such as education, healthcare, and transportation.

Third, the census is used to determine the number of representatives each state has in Congress. This affects how much power each state has in the federal government.

Finally, the census provides valuable information about the population of our country. This information is used to make decisions about everything from where to build new highways to how to plan for future emergencies.

I urge all of you to participate in the census. It is a simple process, and it is the right thing to do for the good of our country.

As for the argument that the census is a waste of time, I disagree. The census is a vital tool for understanding the needs of our country. It is not a waste of time; it is an investment in our future.

In conclusion, the census is important for many reasons. It helps us understand the demographics of our country, allocates federal funds, determines the number of representatives in Congress, and provides valuable information about the population. So please, do your part and participate in the census.

Sincerely,

[Signature]
Secrecy Mystique Called Overrated

STILLWATER (AP) — A group of scientists who work on advanced weaponry at the university here said today that the secrecy that surrounds their work is an overrated myth.

"We've been working on advanced weaponry for years, and we've never had a problem with secrecy," said Dr. John Smith, a professor at the university. "The idea that the work we do is not known to the public is a fallacy." The scientists said that their work is not classified and that it is not secret. They said that the work they do is not related to military weapons and that it is for civilian use.

Soviets Coin Afghan Joke

LOUISIANA (AP) — The Soviet Union has started a new campaign to coin jokes about the Afghan resistance to the Soviet occupation, according to reports.

The campaign is said to be aimed at undermining the morale of the Afghan resistance and to encourage the Afghan people to support the Soviet occupation.

"In the past, we've used jokes to undermine the morale of the Afghan resistance," said a Soviet official. "Now, we're using a new campaign to coin jokes about the Afghan resistance. We believe that this will help us to undermine the morale of the Afghan resistance and to encourage the Afghan people to support the Soviet occupation." The official said that the campaign is being run by the Soviet propaganda ministry.

Transfer Ruled Out

YUGOSLAVIA (AP) — The Yugoslav government has ruled out any possibility of transferring power to the opposition, according to reports.

The government said that it will not transfer power to the opposition, even if the opposition wins the election.

"We believe that the opposition is not ready for power," said a government official. "We will not transfer power to the opposition, even if the opposition wins the election." The official said that the government will continue to govern the country.

Moslems Defecting

IRAQ (AP) — Moslem leaders in Iraq have started to defect to the opposition, according to reports.

The defection is said to be a sign that the Moslem leaders are losing confidence in the government.

"The defection is a sign that the Moslem leaders are losing confidence in the government," said a Moslem leader. "We are losing confidence in the government, and we are starting to defect to the opposition." The leader said that the government is not listening to the Moslem leaders.

On Amtrak

Oklahoma City (AP) — A study by Amtrak has found that the proposal needs to be studied further.

The study found that the proposal is not feasible and that further study is needed.

"The study found that the proposal is not feasible and that further study is needed," said a study author. "We need to study the proposal further before we make a decision." The author said that the study will be made public soon.

Ambassador Talks Resume

WASHINGTON (AP) — Talks to resume ambassador talks in Washington have been postponed.

The talks were postponed due to a lack of agreement on key issues.

"The talks were postponed due to a lack of agreement on key issues," said a diplomat. "We need to reach an agreement on key issues before we can resume talks." The diplomat said that the talks will be resumed soon.

Moslems Denounce Shah

CARSH (AP) — Moslem leaders in Iran have denounced the Shah of Iran.

The leaders said that the Shah is a dictator and that he should be overthrown.

"The Shah is a dictator and he should be overthrown," said a leader. "We denounce the Shah and we demand his overthrow." The leader said that the Shah is a dictator and that he should be overthrown.

Save 205 lire on American Beauty Spaghetti.

That's 25¢ for you.

"The Italian taste with the American name."

FREE' bread
(65¢ coupon)
plus 20¢ off Jif & Welch's
THE GREAT AMERICAN SANDWICH

AMBASSADOR TALKS RESUME

Carter Strategy Remains Same

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Carter's strategy in the Middle East remains the same, according to reports.

The strategy is said to be a continuation of the policy of engagement and outreach.

"The strategy is a continuation of the policy of engagement and outreach," said a White House official. "We continue to engage with Middle Eastern countries and to reach out to them." The official said that the strategy is not changing.

Draft Resistance Strong

A recent poll showed that draft resistance is strong among young people.

The poll showed that 70% of young people are opposed to the draft.

"Draft resistance is strong among young people," said a pollster. "We continue to see strong resistance to the draft." The pollster said that the draft is not popular among young people.

Quick, like a Bunny!

Save 10¢ on Welch's Grape Jelly, Jam or Strawberry Jam.

Save 10¢ when you buy one any size.

Save 205 lire on American Beauty Spaghetti.
Numerous Classes Offered In City

A class can teach how to

get new ideas for
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Eating Right Means Good Health

Redefining Nutrition

Tina Smith, food consultant, food consultant for The Journal, has written a book on nutrition. She believes that nutrition is a key component of overall health. She encourages people to eat a balanced diet, including plenty of fruits and vegetables, and to limit their intake of processed foods.

Republican Women's Club To Meet

Maidle Foundation Women's Club will meet at the Maidle Foundation, 950 S. Main St., on Thursday, Jan. 21. The meeting will begin at 10 a.m. All members are welcome.

Club Notes

Keith Adams, chairman of the Republican Women's Club, will chair the club's next meeting. The club will celebrate its 10th anniversary in March.

Two dynamite sticks.

Van de Kamp's

Batter-Dipped Fish Sticks

We give you enough fish wrapped in a light crisp coating. So économies our fish will stick around for more.

Van de Kamp's New Country Seasoned

Hearty Fish Sticks.

There's enough fish in each. There's the fish stick with a rich flavor of country seasoning. It's seasoned with a very high percentage of minced fish. Outside, a crisp coating. Inside, a fish stick made just the way we've always made it.

Refunds: Don't Be Dubious

Car-Care Clinics Helping Women

By Steve Greenberg

The Journal, Thursday, March 21, 1962
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Fatcats Are Feeding On Economy's Woes

WASHINGTON -- Washington initiatives to reduce the federal deficit and raise revenues have yet to produce any visible result, as the nation's economic woes continue to worsen. The latest round of job losses and rising unemployment has put pressure on businesses to cut costs, leading to a further slowdown in economic activity.

Bob Greene
Victim's Brother Wants Gacy Dead

Bob's brother, Jim, told the judge that his brother deserved to be put away for life. He said, "I just want to make sure that he doesn't come out ever again."

Kohmeini's Betrayal

Although he has been widely criticized for his treatment of women, it seems that the Ayatollah is not as popular as we thought.

Billy Graham

Dick West

'Big Mo' Real Political Kingmaker

Washington, D.C. -- 'Big Mo' was the real kingmaker in this election cycle. His influence was evident in both the House and Senate races.

Robert Wagman
Carter Administration Out Of Control

The administration has been under growing pressure to account for its actions. Critics say that the administration has been too focused on domestic policy and has neglected international affairs.

18 Carlton have less tar than 1 Kent.

Carlton is lowest.

U.S. Has Obligations

Wanted: Someone To Be Executioner

Kennedy Thanks Voters For New York Support

New York, N.Y. -- President Kennedy expressed his gratitude towards New York voters for their support in the recent election. He thanked them in person at a rally in Central Park on Monday night.

All Smiles

The President attended a campaign event in Wisconsin on Tuesday, where he addressed a crowd of supporters.

The Journal

TV TODAY
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Iraniens Entering U.S. By The Thousands

WASHINGTON (UPI) — Thousands of Iranians are entering the United States illegally, primarily at the Mexican border, according to UPI sources. The influx has been prompted by the recent revolution in Iran and the overthrow of the Shah, who had been in power for 26 years.

The Iranians are coming from all over Iran, but the majority are from the cities of Tehran, Isfahan, and Mashhad. They are coming into the United States through the ports of entry in southern California and the southwestern states, where they can easily cross the border into the United States.

The Iranians are coming into the United States as individuals, families, and in small groups. Some are coming to visit relatives, others are coming to study at American universities, and still others are coming to escape political persecution.

The United States government has not officially acknowledged the influx of Iranians, but it is believed that the government is aware of the situation and is trying to deal with it.

The Iranians are facing a number of problems as they enter the United States. They are often lacking the necessary documents to prove their identity and are subject to arrest by American authorities. The Iranians are also facing economic difficulties as they try to make a living in the United States.

Despite these challenges, the Iranians are determined to stay and make a new life for themselves. They are determined to build a better future for their families and their country.
Switzer Playing Big Part In Search

OU Loses By Seven At Home

Harris Retires; Roger To Quit?

Sports
Hood Lures State Meet To Western Heights

"John Martin's Prep Scene"

Money, Braves' Youth Landed Mad Hungarian

Former Chief Leavell At Home In Houston

Doerner Pleases Pokes

5 Toronto Pitchers Shut Out Royals, 2-0

Parrack Resigns
Children Receive Free Books

"Reading Is Fundamental"

Boating Targeted By DOE

Booze, Drugs Don't Work For Grace Slick Anymore

About People

Train Robber Hopes To Use Experience

Revived St. Louis Symphony

Maestro Susskind Dies
Kennedy Campaign Alive; Reagan Closer

By Globe Press Intern

The Democratic convention this week was marked by a divided party, as Kennedy's backers swung to his aid, while Reagan's supporters seemed to be losing momentum. The New York Times reported that Kennedy's campaign was gaining ground, while Reagan's appeared to be faltering. The article went on to say that the Kennedys were expected to announce a major economic package next week.
Market Continues Slip